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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to examine the managerial language of Islam and its features. Many of Muslim scholars 
have declared that there are several types of managerial languages in Islamic sources. Most of Muslim countries have 
also applied managerial language of Islam to enhance their economical-sociological level in the world. Managerial 
language of Islam influences on people  actions through encouraging, warning, trusting and respecting. On the other 
ology is compatible managerial language of Islam such as 
French and Raven  (1959) typology and Naderi  (2005) power theory. This paper considered managerial language of 
Islam from three viewpoints, viewpoints. Moreover, this paper 
investigated the compatibility of managerial language of Islam with some modern managerial theories and how Islam 
talks with people.  
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1. Introduction 
Ever since the dawn of human life on this planet, the Man has always sought to understand more 
about his environment and his abilities. In this way he reached many discoveries. Then, he developed his 
knowledge and territories. He tended towards the scientific issues for fixing the problems. Meanwhile, 
many people learned several things from their especial religion such as the way of living. One group of 
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hadiths with the purpose of finding a new way for a new life. One of the main aspects of their life was 
summarized in managerial category; they have used several managerial theories. In fact, it is popular 
among many Muslim countries to create and approve new instructions and regulations with reference to 
the he creation of Islamic banking and finance, Islamic insurance, Islamic 
school, and etc. Some Muslim scholars assumed that everything in regard to science is visible in the 
 or even can be extracted from them. The Qur'an consists of several mundane and 
spiritual recommendations. Hereby, Muslim thinkers assumed that all aspects of science are findable in 
the Qur'an; some of them have believed that the Qur'an promotes the level of human knowledge, and all 
types of inner knowledge or  Whittingham, 2007). In recent 
centuries, Muslim scholars tried to extract, adapt and employ scientific matters with the Qur'an. Because, 
most of these scholars have believed that their researches are able to present the real dignity of Islam 
throughout the world. Such, for instance, Muslim scholars frequently made efforts and placed different 
topics of empirical sciences next to the name of the Qur'an such as the Qur'an and medicine, the Qur'an 
and biology, the Qur'an and cosmology, and etc. One of these topics is about the Qur'an and management, 
which researchers endeavor to clarify arelationship between the Qur'an and management. They assert that 
, and it mostly talks 
about managerial power. Shafaat (2000) has also consi  from Islamic 
perspectives ; the academic journal of the Qur'an and Science has published an article entitled "the 
Managerial Miracles of the Qur'an" (Lotfi, 2010). Many scholars, hereby, considered all aspects of 
leadership from Islamic view. They have applied several Qur'anic verses or Islamic texts in order to prove 
their claims (Beekun & Badawi, 1999). Some scholars tried to apply scientific managerial theories, and 
adapt them with Islamic doctrines. One of these managerial theories is related to the French and Raven 
those who have created a managerial power typology in 1959.  
2. The Importance of Research 
The consideration of the French and Raven's (1959) managerial powers typology does not mean that 
their theory is a superior theory. But this paper considers it since French and Raven's (1959) typology is 
one of the oldest and popular typologies among scholars and organizations. It should be noted that the 
Bachman (Bachman, J.G. et al. 1966: 127-136), Student, K. R. (Student, K. R. 1968: 188-194) and 
Thamhain and Gemmill (Thamhain & Gemmill, 1974) have the closest typologies of managerial powers. 
French and Raven's (1959) division and their definitions of managerial (social) powers are close and 
relevant to the purpose of this paper. 
3. The Managerial Language 
Each category of science has a specific language, which it is a speaker for its science. One of the main 
languages of success in management is the language of influence and power. A successful manager 
permanently follows these two important factors. Influence and power elements are vital for a manager. 
So a manager is able to encourage workers to do the best actions. Influence is an ability to bring about 
change and produce results; people derive influence from interpersonal power and authority. Interpersonal 
power allows organization members to exert influence over others (Encyclopaedia of Business and 
Finance, 2001 Gale Cengage). 
On the other hand, the power ofa manager would be a social power.Aknowledgeable manager is 
unsuccessful without using the managerial powers. As McClelland and Burnham (1976) stated that the 
power motive as a psychological need is to influence others toward the accomplishment of valid and 
accepted organizational goals (McClelland, D.C., & Burnham, D.H. 1976). Managerial powers help a 
manager to lead the organization and its body to the straight path in order to serve in the best form. 
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Manager has also a high need for power tends to "influence direct other people; expresses opinions 
forcefully; enjoy the role of leader and may assume it spontaneously" (James H. David, 1997). 
Meanwhile, French and Raven (1959) are two scholars who explained the social power divisions into five 
distinct forms, and introduced it as the managerial powers. The powers are as follows: reward, coercive, 
legitimate, expert, and referent. 
4. French and Raven Typology 
Social power is the five-fold typology developed by French and Raven in 1959, which many 
institutes, organizations and offices have applied it in order to reach the enhancement. As a matter of fact, 
the French and Raven typology is widely used. For instance, an investigation of the writers' bookshelves 
disclosed that it was included in every survey textbook in the area of organizational behavior and social 
psychology. Also, an examination discloses that numerous studies have used French and Raven's 
typology (Podsakoff, 1985). French and Raven (1959) identified five bases of power which an agent, O, 
can exert over a person, P (French, & Raven, 1959).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1. Reward Power 
Reward power is defined as power whose basis is the ability to get a reward. The strength of the 
reward power of O/P increases with the magnitude of the reward which P perceives that O can mediate 
for him. Reward power depends on O's ability to administer positive valences and to remove or decrease 
negative valences. The strength of reward power also depends upon the probability that O can mediate the 
reward as perceived by P  (French, & Raven, 1959). 
4.2. Coercive power 
It is similar to reward power in that it also involves O's ability to manipulate the attainment of 
valences. Coercive power of O/P stems from the expectation on the part of P that he will be punished by 
O if he fails to conform to the influence attempt. Thus, negative valences will exist in given regions of P's 
life space corresponding to the threatened punishment by O. The strength of coercive power depends on 
the magnitude of the negative valences of the threatened punishment multiplied by the perceived 
probability that P can avoid the punishment by conformity (i.e., the probability of punishment for 
nonconformity minus the probability of punishment for conformity  (French, & Raven, 1959) 
4.3. Legitimate Power 
Legitimate power of O/P is here defined as that power which stems from internalized values in P 
which dictate that O has a legitimate right to influence P, and P has obligation to accept this influence. 
We have noted that legitimate power is very similar to the notion of legitimacy of authority which has 
long been explored by sociologist, particularly by Weber and more recently by Goldhammer and Shils. 
However, legitimate power is not always a role relation; P may simply accept an induction from O 
because he previously promised to help O, and he values his word too much to break the promise. In all 
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cases, the notion of legitimacy involves some sort of code or standard accepted by the individual or by 
virtue of which the external agent can assert his power . (French, & Raven, 1959) 
4.4. Expert Power 
The strength of the expert power of O/P varies with the extent of the knowledge or perception that P 
attributes to O within a given area. Probably P evaluates O's expertness in relation to personal knowledge 
as well as against an absolute standard  (French, & Raven, 1959) 
4.5. Referent Power 
The referent power of O/P has its basis in the identification of P with O. By identification, we mean a 
feeling of oneness of P with O, or a desire for such an identity. If O is a person toward whom P is highly 
attracted, P will have a desire to become closely associated with O. If O is an attractive group, P will have 
a feeling of membership or desire to join. If O is already closely associated with O, he will want to 
maintain this relationship. P's identification with O can be established or maintained this relationship. P's 
influence P, even though P may be unaware of this referent power. The stronger the identification of P 
with O, the greater the referent power of O/P  (French, & Raven, 1959) 
5. Islamic Scriptures' Doctrine  
As it has been mentioned in introduction, the Islamic scripture is the Qur'an, which consists of many 
verses with various types of massages for people. It has been conveyed to the people by an eligible 
messenger who knows the culture and language of human being. Many Muslim scholars stated that God 
in the Qur'an shows his managerial powers to people, and He has stated a specific managerial language 
(Naderi, 2005). On the other hand, some groups of exegetes believe that the Qur'an teaches people how to 
behave and how to live (Mo'addab, 2010). These Muslim scholars relied on the Qur'an, itself, where the 
Qur'an endorsed "We have sent down the Book to you as a clarification of all things and as a guidance 
and mercy and good news for the Muslims" (Qur'an, 16:89). Moreover, tradition (hadith) is another main 
source of Islam. It is a text which narrates words, action or approvals of Prophet or his companions 
(Mirjalili & Daneshgar, 2010). It should also be noted that both of main sources of Islam by using some 
especial languages provides the style of living and ruling. 
5.1. Qur'anic Theories Regarding the Managerial Power (Language) 
Many scholars in Islamic world such as Naderi Qomi (2005) who wrote a scholarly book concerning 
the Managerial powers in Islam has mentioned that there are most managerial-social powers in the 
Qur the talks with the Prophet and its readers even through a managerial 
language.Hence, this consideration endeavors to find some coherence between the managerial powers and 
the language of the Qur'an.  In a nutshell, the following discussions were specified: 
5.1.1. The Qur'an and Reward Power 
 
This kind of power has been mentioned in the Qur'an for several times. The interesting point is that 
this power is mostly expressed after or before the punishment power.  For example, after the Qur'an 
(10:13), God has mentioned: "Then, We made you their successors in the land so that We may observe 
how you would conduct yourselves" (Qur'an 10:14).In the verse "These are the limits set by God: those 
who obey Allah and His Messenger will be admitted to paradise, in which rivers flow, to live therein 
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forever, and that is the Great Achievement". This verse emphasized on the reward power. It means that 
the managers, leaders or heads of centers may provide rewards for their staffs. Then, the Qur'an after this 
verse expressed this verse "But the ones who disobey Allah and His Messenger and transgress His limits 
will be cast to Hellfire to live therein forever, and they shall have a humiliating punishment" (Qur'an 
10:15).  
5.1.2. The Qur'an and Coercive or Punishment Power 
 
There are several verses in the Qur'an which ask people to do the better or th
interpretation from those Qur'anic verses which focused on punishment conveys this meaning that 
punishment does not imply the use of obligation or body punishment, but it stresses on a verbal or oral 
penalty that the manager can penetrate to individual-personal channels (Naderi, 2005). As God said "We 
have destroyed generations before your time when they adopted unjust attitudes: their Messengers came 
to them with clear signs but they would not believe! Thus, do We requite the criminals" (Qur'an 10:13).  
5.1.3. The Qur'an and Legitimate Power 
 
A managerial interpretation in Islam and the Qur'an was explained the significance of the legitimate 
power as follows:"The starting point for the Islamic conception of human power and authority is the 
declaration: la ilahilla Allah (there is no god but the one true God). The Qur`an often relates this 
declaration, which is the first part of the basic Islamic confession of faith, with the statement that power 
and authority resides only in God (Qur'an 2:165, 5:17, 12:40, 13:31). It means that no human being can 
legitimately exercise any power or authority over any other human being except as a servant of God" 
(Ahmad Shaafat, 2000). 
wrong-  
5.1.4. The Qur'an and Expert Power 
 
One of the most important principles in managerial body is related to expertness. The expert power 
has a savior role in an organization. There are samples of this type of power in the Muslims' book. For 
11:37). This verse explains the expertness of the Prophet Noah in constructing a ship (Naderi, 2005). 
5.1.5. The Qur'an and Referent Power    
 
Referent power includes useful specification and features which are inside the character of manager, 
and it is one of the best ways of communication. For example, in the Qur'an 4: 113, the verse referred to 
three things: the Qur'an, wisdom and training. "
" (Qur'an 4: 13). In this verse, God has sent down to the Prophet 
Muhammad the Qur'an along with the wisdom and especial lessons. God bestowed distinct wisdom to 
Prophet Muhammad. According to some Qur'anic scholars' utterances the wisdom in this verse 
emphasized the knowledge of legal and illegal things (Hilali&Muhsin Khan, 1983). Likewise, God has 
taught the Prophet Muhammad something that he was not aware of them. So this verse pointed out that 
God has empowered the Prophet by these favors. As God said to the Prophet Muhammad "Had not the 
grace of God and His mercy been upon you, a party of hypocrites would certainly have made a decision 
to mislead you, but (in fact) they mislead none except their own selves and no harm can they do to you in 
the least? God has revealed to you the Book and wisdom and taught you what you did not know; great 
indeed is the grace of God upon you" (Qur'an 4: 113). The training and especial lessons for the Prophet 
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signify the importance of training courses for a manager. Especial training makes a manager stronger and 
more successful. Furthermore, the wise and knowledge bring about the people respect to the manager and 
his idea and believe his orders.  
6. Islamic Traditions and Language 
There are several accredited and valuable comments narrated by the Prophet Muhammad and 
companions regarding the social responsibilities of people. For instance, in Sunan Tirmidhi (Tirmizi), the 
author mentioned that there are three types of Judg (Qadi), which two of them will be placed in the hell 
and one of them will go directly to the heaven. Two of them which are placed in the hell are: (a) those 
judges who verdict consciously in opposite to the right, (b) those judges who have not the sufficient 
knowledge for judging and they perish the people . One left judge who verdicts based on the right 
and the heaven is his reward (Tirmidhi, 3: 65). This narration implies there are at least three types of 
managerial powers i.e. Punishment power where Tirmidhi said about two guilty judges, Reward power 
when Tirmidhi praised the real judge, and Expert power which it emphasized on the expertness of a judge 
and the role of expertness in the future of people life. Moreover, Abu Hurayrah pointed out several 
sentences about the expert power and the Prophet Muhammad . (a) The Prophet Muhammad 
pertness was carpenter; (b) The Prophet Muhammad asked Zaid b. 
Thaa he has the knowledge of writing; (c) the prophet Muhammad had 
attributed Khalid b. Walid as the General of the War because he had a high ability to find a new strategy 
(Tabari,1994). On the other hand, the Prophet had applied referent power where he did not attribute 
Abudh h
Abu Hurayrah  believers who are 
strong and have capability of doing something well  several legitimate powers which 
Abu Hurayrah has precisely narrated them. For instance, hehas narrated: Certainly, the rights of every 
individual will be restored on the Resurrection Day...  (Siddiqi: 2001, Sahih Muslim, Book 32, Number 
6252) 
7. A Final Word 
This paper examined the 
sample. It presented that the work on these types of issues between management and Islam is useful and 
enthusiastic scholars will be able to develop it.  
However, this paper presented the following messages: 
- Each leader, manager or organization should follow the powers ogy as a managerial 
language to achieve the goal. 
- Whereas the Islamic texts have been revealed and narrated for human being and his lifestyle, 
they should be consisted of many rules and living recommendation. Thus, the languages of Islamic 
texts followed the managerial powers which teach people to how they live.  
- The typology of French and Raven (1959) aided Muslim scholars to investigate scientific aspect 
of Islam. 
- The Islamic view on the typology of French and Raven (1959) can pave the 
way for other managerial theories.  
- Islamic language and its speaking style are impressive and it could be compatible with modern 
managerial debates.  
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